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Direct laser written waveguide–Bragg gratings in
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Optical waveguides that incorporate Bragg gratings have been written in bulk fused silica by using the fem-
tosecond laser direct-write method and without the need for lithography or ion-beam techniques. A single
manufacturing process is used to create waveguide–Bragg grating reflectors for operation in the C band.
© 2006 Optical Society of America
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Optical waveguide structures fabricated by using
femtosecond laser direct-write (FLDW) techniques
are promising devices in the field of optical signal
management and amplification. The fabrication of
these devices is quick and simple, the technique can
be applied to a range of dielectric materials such as
glasses and polymers, and it has genuinely three-
dimensional capabilities offering unique opportuni-
ties for the construction of complex optical compo-
nents in passive and active materials. The FLDW
technique relies on the light–material interaction at
the focus of a tightly focused femtosecond laser beam
where, in most glassy materials, the energy at focus
causes localized densification leading to a positive
change in the refractive index, a process that does
not require material photosensitivity.1,2 Many novel
and interesting devices have been made using femto-
second laser direct writing; these include 1-to-N
splitters in two or more dimensions, interferometers,
and miniature gain volumes.3–5 However, the tech-
nique has lacked the integration of an important
functional form, namely, grating structures. In other
buried and rib waveguide devices, gratings manufac-
tured by electron-beam lithography and interference
photolithography have been used to great effect to
fabricate wavelength filters and laser mirrors.6,7 In
this Letter, we present the first demonstration of re-
flective narrow-linewidth waveguide–Bragg gratings
(WBGs) written in FLDW waveguides. We use a tech-
nique based on the point-by-point method, which has
recently been applied to the field of fiber-Bragg-
grating inscription using a femtosecond laser.8,9 Us-
ing a single, sequential direct-write process, both the
optical waveguide and the grating structure have
been fabricated without the need to resort to litho-
graphic or etching techniques.

The experimental setup used to write the optical
waveguides and gratings was similar to that previ-
ously described.10 A two-axis linear bearing stage
(Aerotech FA-130) was coupled with an air bearing
stage (Aerotech ABL2000) to provide a computer-
controlled three-axis movement of the sample.
Waveguides were written by using the 800 nm output
beam from a 1.00 kHz regeneratively amplified
Ti:sapphire femtosecond laser (Hurricane, Spectra-

Physics), which was attenuated before passing
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through a 550 �m slit and 20� microscope objective
(numerical aperture 0.46). The slit (which was orien-
tated with its long dimension in the direction of
sample translation) served to expand the laser focus
in the direction normal to the laser beam propagation
and sample translation. This enabled waveguides
with circular symmetry to be written by using a low
magnification long-working-distance objective and
without the need for cylindrical focusing optics.
When the grating structure was written, the slit was
removed from the optical train, the attenuation ad-
justed, and the sample translation direction re-
versed. The waveguide and grating writing were car-
ried out in a single continuous process that passed
over the same sample region twice. The results pre-
sented herein are for a WBG in which the waveguide
was written before the grating structure and the
grating extended over the entire waveguide length.
To provide a comparative study of the properties of
the WBGs, several structures were written in the
same fused silica sample. Waveguides were written
under the same conditions with and without grat-
ings. Following laser processing, the signal input and
output faces of the sample were ground and polished
back by several hundred micrometers.

A range of structures with lengths of 11 mm were
written 450 �m below the surface of a polished fused
silica sample. The waveguide writing pulse energy
was 2.0 �J (measured after the slit), and the sample
was translated at 20 �m/s. The grating writing pulse
energy was 0.4 �J, and second-order gratings of pe-
riod 1.07341 �m were written at a translation speed
of 1.07 mm/s. The waveguide structures created by
using the above conditions supported a single trans-

Fig. 1. Optical micrograph of the WBG structure. As a vi-
sual aid, the waveguide edges are indicated by the horizon-

tal black lines.
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verse mode throughout the C band and were ex-
pected to have a low transmission loss of
�0.4 dB/cm, a value similar to that observed in
structures we have previously fabricated in undoped
phosphate glass.10 Figure 1 shows an optical micro-
graph of the WBG structure; the individual grating
periods can be clearly seen inside the waveguide,
which was independently measured to be �5 �m in
diameter when viewed end on by using phase-
contrast microscopy. Although the region of material
modified during the grating inscription process was
smaller than the total volume of the waveguide, the
mode overlap with the grating was sufficient to intro-
duce a pronounced resonant reflection. To probe the
devices, the diagnostics setup presented in Fig. 2 was
used. It consisted of a swept wavelength system (JDS
Uniphase) and a three-port circulator. A single-mode
fiber alignment stage was used to position the probe
fiber on the structure of interest, and index matching
gel was used between the fiber and the waveguide
sample to remove Fabry–Perot resonances. The re-
flection spectra from waveguide-only and WBG struc-
tures were recorded. An example of the reflection
spectra from a typical waveguide and WBG are
shown in Fig. 3. As expected, the waveguide-only
structure shows no evidence of a resonant feature;
however, the WBG structure shows a strong reflec-

Fig. 2. Diagnostic setup.

Fig. 3. Reflection spectra from a WBG (upper curve) and a
waveguide-only structure (lower curve). The inset shows
the WBG curve on an expanded abscissa.
tion at the grating Bragg wavelength of 1550.63 nm.
The −3 dB width of the reflection peak is 100 pm.
The out-of-resonance reflection of approximately
−43 dB is similar for the waveguide and WBG, indi-
cating that the grating structure does not introduce
significant off-resonance scattering.

To estimate the refractive index change induced in
the waveguide writing process, the near-field optical
mode profiles of the waveguide structures were ob-
tained by using a fixed wavelength laser �1550 nm� to
excite the waveguides and a lens coupled to an IR
beam profiler to record the transmitted mode. A mea-
surement of the mode profile was used with a compu-
tational method11 to establish that the peak refrac-
tive index change between the bulk material and the
waveguide-only structures was �2�10−3. It was not
possible to measure the refractive index contrast of
the grating periods.

Optical waveguides that include grating structures
have been produced in a single manufacturing pro-
cess using the femtosecond laser direct-write process.
The waveguide–Bragg gratings demonstrate narrow
reflection bandwidths and low out-of-resonance scat-
tering. Such grating structures will be important
components in the development of wavelength spe-
cific devices such as channel selectors and waveguide
laser mirrors.

This work was produced with the assistance of the
Australian Research Council under the ARC Centres
of Excellence program. G. Marshall’s e-mail address
is graham@ics.mq.edu.au.
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